govCMS Distribution 7.x-2.9 Release
Notes

Version: 1.0

Drupal update
govCMS has been updated to Drupal 7.51, the latest version.
This update has added a new permission item for Site Builder and Site Editor roles
(Administer fields), which gives customers additional flexibility in building and managing their
websites.

Security updates
The govCMS distribution has received a minor security updates as part of this update:


Enabled govCMS Account Security module as standard. This module:
o solves users not being able to request password reset emails when their
account is marked as blocked; and
o hides user profiles by default.

Issue resolutions
A couple of issues, or bugs, have been identified and resolved in this release, including:



The double overlay issue with the Media Browser interface where a duplicate window
would appear is now resolved;
A number of improvements for developers setting up govCMS in a local environment
have been included. More information can be found on the Github readme file under
the Installation from source heading.

New functionality
Throughout the build of this release, we’ve listened to requirements and feedback from our
customers, and are proud to announce the following inclusions:






Google Site Search is an option alongside existing Funnelback, Apache Solr and
built-in Drupal search integrations;
Hierarchical Select simplifies the process of selecting menu locations when creating
and modifying pages;
Multipath Autocomplete improves the menu creation process when adding menu
items via Structure / Menus, by providing autocomplete functionality of existing
content on your website;
Scheduler Workbench has been updated to enable scheduled publishing of revisions
for content items.

Minor updates
A few modules were updated to resolve mostly minor bug-fixes, and to keep synchronised
with their releases:









Minisite module upgraded to 7.x-1.0-alpha2;
govCMS CKAN module upgraded to 7.x-1.1;
Twitter Block module upgraded to 7.x-2.3;
ctools module upgraded to 7.x-1.10;
File Entity module upgraded to 7.x-2.0-beta3;
Pathauto module upgraded to 7.x-1.3;
Google Analytics Reports upgraded to 7.x-3.1.

